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COSMO NOVA

COSMO ECLIPSE

COSMO ORION

COSMO APEX

3 dedicated lens optics, a clear diff user with extra optics in 
the form of linear lenses 

diff user with a prismatic structure

clear diff user,
highly effi  cient parabolic louvre

diff user with a prismatic structure

360° light distribution, 
7 transparent colors

  COSMO APEX
Top effi  ciency, best value 

The appropriate distance between the 
LED modules and the diff user that is se-
mi-circular in section and has a prismatic 
structure ensures the even illumina-
tion of its entire surface. COSMO APEX 
off ers unique design and the best price/
performance ratio for typical lighting 
applications in areas requiring increased 
luminaire ingress protection.

  IP66, IK08
  Gray or metallic-painted housing 
(available on request)

  A diff user with a prismatic structure 
which guarantees uniform light distri-
bution, reduces glare and makes the 
LEDs less visible

  Versions suitable for operation in a wide 
range of temperatures from -40°C to 
+50°C also available 

  High mechanical impact resistance and 
high ingress protection IP66, IK08

  High luminous effi  cacy – up to  154 lm/W

  COSMO ECLIPSE
Low Glare “Dark Light”

High luminous effi  cacy, high ingress pro-
tection, smoothly adjustable light output, 
good color rendering and low glare thanks 
to the use of a high-quality parabolic 
louvre. The luminaire is a great choice 
for offi  ces as much as tough industrial 
environments.

  IP66, IK08
  Metallic-painted or gray housing, ver-
sions in 7 transparent colors (available 
on request)

  A transparent diff user with extra optics 
in the form of a parabolic darklight 
louvre which reduces glare and enhan-
ces the luminaire’s aesthetics

  High mechanical impact resistance and 
high ingress protection IP66, IK08

  CRI > 80

  COSMO NOVA
Suitable for challenging conditions 

The use of three types of lens optics with 
medium-wide, narrow, or asymmetrical 
light distribution optimizes the lighting 
eff ect while reducing glare. The clear 
diff user protects the lenses and makes it 
easy to keep the luminaires clean.

 IP66, IK08
  Gray or metallic-painted housing 
(available on request)

  A transparent diff user with extra 
optics in the form of linear lenses 
which reduce glare and enhance the 
lighting effi  ciency

  Versions suitable for operation in a wide 
range of temperatures from -40°C to 
+50°C also available

  High mechanical impact resistance and 
high ingress protection IP66, IK08

  High luminous effi  cacy – up to 145 lm/W

  COSMO ORION
Practical, colorful, inspiring

A luminaire made of polycarbonate, with 
a transparent, illuminated and colorful 
housing and a diff user with prismatic 
structure. This internal structure breaks 
up the direct view of the LEDs and pro-
vides uniform light distribution. An ideal 
product for areas requiring protection 
against the ingress of water, dust and 
solid objects that also makes it possible 
to creatively arrange spaces with a touch 
of color.

  IP66, IK08
  A backlit housing available in transpa-
rent colorless and colorful variants – 
mixed light distribution

  A diff user with a prismatic structure 
which guarantees uniform distribution 
and reduces glare

  High mechanical impact resistance and 
high ingress protection IP66, IK08

  Mixed light distribution
  CRI > 80



*  Due to the continuous development of LED technology, the given values are updated on the ES-SYSTEM website on a regular basis

The all-new COSMO FX 
Create smarter spaces

 Luminaire housing made of polycarbonate with high mechanical impact 
resistance (IK08) and high ingress protection (IP66)

 An array of diff erent housing colors: gray, metallic – painted, transparent 
colorless or in 6 transparent colors

 An extensive range of available optics: a clear or prismatic diff user, linear 
lenses, or a high effi  ciency parabolic Dark Light louvre

 Direct or mixed light distribution
 High luminous effi  cacy – up to 154 lm/W * (lumens per watt)
 Luminaire versions suitable for operation in a wide range of ambient 

temperatures from -40°C up to +50°C with a limited housing temperature  
according to EN 60598-2-24

 Quick and easy installation. The luminaire is equipped with numerous 
access holes for cabling

www.essystem.pl/en/cosmoFX


